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Playing through midfield

Phase 1 restricted
Area 55x30 yards with a 15 yard midfield zone divided into two
Two end zones of 20x30 yards
Teams play 3-4-1 with players restrcited to their zones
Begin by identifying the games in the 3 zones
4v1 or 4v4 in midfield
Allow the back line to link in with the midfield
Allow the session to develop
After a while allow players to pick a new zone
Coach restarts any practice with a ball into a goalkeeper

restricted (15 mins)

Coach Team Shape
Coach the player in the defensive third to pick the best pass out of
pressure
Technical Points
Coach the central players to open up
Quality of pass
Coach the central player to find passing lanes
Coach the strikers to see gaps in the midfield
Coach the strikers to check in when a gap appears
Coach the recognition of when to switch and when to play forwards
can the back players bipass teh midfield and play straight through

Progressive (15 mins)

Players are allowed to cross zones in possession
Defending players are allowed to overlap midfield players
Midfield players are allowed to support passes into strikers
Coach the recognition of the overlap
Coach the overlap to end in the attacking zone
Coach the player in possession and their recogniton of the affect
of the overlap
Does it open a passing lane?
If it opens a passing lane can we get support in also

3rd player movement (20 mins)



Slowly allow players in to defend
This can be restricted to allowing so many to defend in each zone
pending on ability
In the final game keep the areas out but allow free movement

Live Game (20 mins)
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